Antibacterial Composite Film-Based Triboelectric Nanogenerator for Harvesting Walking Energy
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ABSTRACT: As a green and eco-friendly technology, triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) can harvest energy from human motion to generate electricity, so TENGs have been widely applied in wearable electronic devices to replace traditional batteries. However, the surface of these TENGs is easily contaminated and breeds bacteria, which is a threat to human health. Here, we report an antibacterial composite film-based triboelectric nanogenerator (ACF-TENG) that uses Ag-exchanged zeolite (Ag-zeolite) and polypropylene (PP) composite film as the triboelectric layer. Adding a small amount of Ag-zeolite with excellent antibacterial properties can increase the dielectric permittivity and improve the surface charge density of composite films, which enhances the output performance of the ACF-TENG. The open-circuit voltage (V_{oc}), short-circuit current (I_{sc}), and transferred charge (Q_{t}) of the ACF-TENG are about 193.3, 225.4, and 233.3% of those of a pure PP film-based TENG, respectively. Because of the silver in the Ag-zeolite, the ACF-TENG can effectively kill Escherichia coli and fungi. When used in insoles, the ACF-TENG can resist the athlete’s foot fungus effectively and work as a power source to light up light-emitting diodes and charge capacitors. The ACF-TENG has wide application prospects in self-powered medical and healthcare electronics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs) can directly convert mechanical energies harvested from wind,1−4 flowing water,5−7 and human motion8−10 into electricity on the basis of triboelectricity and the electrostatic induction effect. Since the first report in 2012,11 TENGs have been widely utilized in various applications, such as energy harvesters,6,12 detectors,13,14 and self-powered sensors.2,5,15 Among these applications, the integration of TENGs in wearable devices16,17 or implantable devices10 is of great interest because of their potential in powering portable devices. However, bacterial contamination of the TENGs in these applications is a huge concern because it poses a threat to human health. In this regard, exploration of TENGs with antibacterial properties is urgently needed for human health.

As a thermoplastic crystalline polymer, polypropylene (PP) is biocompatible, nontoxic, and cost-effective; therefore, it has been extensively applied in food packaging, medical delivery systems, carpets, fibers, toys, and so forth.18 However, the surface of pure PP can get easily contaminated under certain temperature and humidity conditions. It is reported that adding nanoparticles is an effective way to offer the functionality of polymer materials.19 In the PP matrix, nanoscale zinc oxide (ZnO)20−22 titanium dioxide (TiO2),23 silver (Ag),24,25 and copper (Cu)26 are most commonly used as antibacterial fillers, but these metal ions are quickly released into the PP matrix. Thus, they are not suitable for long-term antibacterial usage.

For slow release of the metal ions into other materials, loading the metal ions into other materials, such as zeolites, and then loading the composite material as particulate fillers into the polymer matrix is an effective method.18,27,29 Zeolite, either natural (clinoptilolite, mordenite, and chabazite) or synthetic (A-type, X-type, and Y-type), is a kind of silicon aluminum acid salt, and pure zeolites have no antimicrobial activities.27 On loading of Ag ions, which have the highest antibacterial property among the metal ions,24 through the ion-exchange method, the as-prepared silver-exchanged zeolite (Ag-zeolite) antimicrobial agent develops a strong antibacterial property. Furthermore, Ag-zeolite possesses a high heat resistance and high stability and is nontoxic to humans; therefore, it has been used in toothbrushes, kitchen
utensils, baby toys, and, of late, in medical instruments as an antibacterial coating/ingredient.

In this article, we report an antibacterial composite film-based triboelectric nanogenerator (ACF-TENG) that utilizes Ag-zeolite/PP composite films as the triboelectric layer. The open-circuit voltage (V_{OC}), short-circuit current (I_{SC}), and transferred charge (Q_{Tr}) of the ACF-TENG are about 193.3, 225.4, and 233.3\% of those of a pure PP film-based TENG, respectively. The composite films also exhibit excellent antibacterial properties against _Escherichia coli_ as well as antifungal properties. These results provide a promising solution for self-powered electronics for healthcare.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The fabrication process of the Ag-zeolite/PP composite thin film is environment-friendly and cost-effective, as schematically illustrated in Figure 1. The fabrication process includes four steps: materials mixing, film formation, film cutting, and ACF-TENG preparation. More details can be found in the Experimental Section. The ACF-TENG contains an Al (aluminum) foil as the electrode and the composite film as the triboelectric material.

Figure 2a shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of Ag-zeolite, a pure PP film, and the composite film. The peaks of Ag-zeolite are sharp and high, indicating that Ag-zeolite has good crystallinity. The three peaks contained by the rectangular are (3 1 1), (3 2 1), and (3 3 0), respectively. The diffraction patterns of the PP film show that the peaks are mostly sharp and high, indicating that the PP film has good crystallinity. The heights of the peaks of Ag-zeolite in the composite films become higher as the content increases from 1 to 5 wt %, as shown in the inset of Figure 2a. Therefore, the XRD results indicate that the Ag-zeolite particles are mixed well into the PP matrix.

Figure 2b shows the EDS patterns of Ag-zeolite, a pure PP film, and the composite films. There are no other elements observed in the pure PP film except carbon (C) and gold (Au) (Au came from the magnetron-sputtering process), which indicates the purity of the PP film. There are oxygen (O), sodium (Na), aluminum (Al), silicon (Si), and Ag in the Ag-zeolite. Here, C in the Ag-zeolite originates from the conductive carbon tape. The average proportion of Ag is about 1.5 wt %, and the proportion of Al is higher than that of the other elements, so Al can reveal the content change of Ag-zeolite in the composite films. With an increase in the Ag-zeolite content, the content of Al that came from Ag-zeolite also increased, implying that the Ag-zeolite particles are mixed in PP, which is in accord with the XRD results.

Figure 2c shows the FE-SEM images of the commercial Ag-zeolite particles, a pure PP film, and composite films. The insert shows an enlarged view of the FE-SEM image for the commercial Ag-zeolite without any further treatment. As can be seen, the Ag-zeolite particles are cubic, and the length of the edges is 2–3 μm. FE-SEM images of a pure PP film and composite films with an Ag-zeolite content ranging from 1 to 5 wt % indicate that there are no Ag-zeolite particles in the pure PP sample and the Ag-zeolite particles are on the surface or inlaid in the film. As the Ag-zeolite content increases, more Ag-zeolite particles can be observed in the FE-SEM images. In addition, the Ag-zeolite particles disperse evenly in the PP matrix for all samples.

On the basis of the prepared composite films, ACF-TENGs working in a single-electrode contact mode were fabricated with an Al foil as the electrode. The ACF-TENG forms a circuit through an external load of R between the Al foil and the ground, as shown in the inset of Figure 3a. To compare the triboelectric property of the composite films, TENGs using a pure PP film and composite films with the same size (2 × 2 cm²) and thickness were fabricated and measured. Figure 3a shows the output voltage (V_{OC}) of the TENGs, exhibiting a pulse character. The positive and negative parts of the voltage of a pure PP film-based TENG are about 22.5 and 34.2 V, respectively, which are larger than those for a common single-electrode TENG. For ACF-TENG, the negative part of the output voltage is almost the same as that of a pure PP film-based TENG because of the single-electrode structure of an ACF-TENG. As for the positive part, the voltage of the ACF-TENG increases by up to about 200\% of that of the pure PP film-based TENG. The open-circuit voltage increases when Ag-zeolite is mixed in the films, but the average voltage remains almost the same as the Ag-zeolite content increases from 1 to 5 wt %. Figure 3c,e shows the short-circuit current and transferred charge of the TENGs, respectively, that show the same trend as the open-circuit voltage. The current and charge of the ACF-TENG are about 225.4 and 233.3\% of those of the pure PP film-based TENG, respectively. Figure 3d,f shows the average current and transferred charge for 20 samples. The average values of I_{SC} and Q_{Tr} change slightly with an increase in the Ag-zeolite content.

The antibacterial activity (R) was obtained using the following equation:

\[
R = \frac{A - B}{A} \times 100\%
\]

where \(A\) and \(B\) are the _E. coli_ quantities on the surface of the sterile Petri dish that are poured from pure and composite PP particles, respectively. The number of _E. coli_ colonies is counted and listed in Table 1.

Table 1 shows the antibacterial efficiency of the films. A pure PP film has no antibacterial efficiency. After filling with Ag-zeolite...
agents, the antibacterial efficiency increases as the Ag-zeolite content increases. When the added amount is 1 wt %, the antibacterial efficiency can reach 99.95%, demonstrating the high antibacterial activity of Ag-zeolite. When the weight ratio of the Ag-zeolite reaches 2%, the antibacterial efficiency reaches 99.99%. As the Ag-zeolite keeps increasing, the antibacterial efficiency remains constant at 100%. The results show that the composite films with a Ag-zeolite weight ratio higher than 2% have excellent antibacterial properties. The excellent antibacterial properties can be attributed to the silver ions, whose distribution in microbial cells disrupts the cell enzymatic activity,18,28 and the higher the density of silver irons, the higher the antibacterial effect of the composite films. Therefore, the composite films with a Ag-zeolite ratio higher than 2 wt % are the optimized choice, considering the output performance of the ACF-TENGs and antibacterial properties of the composite films.

As mentioned above, the working mechanism of the ACF-TENG is based on triboelectrification and electrostatic induction.32 On comparing the performances of ACF-TENGs and the pure PP film-based TENG, the open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, and transferred charge of the ACF-TENGs are all found to be enhanced when Ag-zeolite particles are mixed into the PP film. To understand the role of Ag-zeolite particles mixed in the PP film, the dielectric permittivity ($\varepsilon_r$) of all of the films was tested. The dielectric permittivity of the composite films at room temperature is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 2. (a) XRD patterns of Ag-zeolite and the composite films. (b) Energy-dispersive spectral (EDS) patterns of Ag-zeolite and the composite films. (c) Field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) images of a pure PP film and the composite films; the insert of the pure PP image is the image of Ag-zeolite.

The dielectric permittivity of the composite films is minimum at a frequency of 100 kHz. At a fixed frequency, the value of $\varepsilon_r$ increases as the Ag-zeolite content increases. From previous work,32 the output voltage, $V$, can be expressed by

$$V = \left(\frac{\varepsilon_0 - \Delta\varepsilon}{\varepsilon_0}\right) \cdot x(t) - \frac{\Delta\varepsilon \cdot d}{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_r}$$

where $\varepsilon_0$, $\varepsilon_r$, $\sigma_0$, and $\Delta\varepsilon$ are the vacuum permittivity, relative permittivity of the composite films, triboelectric charge density on the films, and transferred charge density on the Al electrode in a stage and $x(t)$, $d$, and $t$ are the interlayer distance, thickness of the films, and time, respectively.

Under the open-circuit condition, the open-circuit voltage, $V_{OC}$, is given by

$$V_{OC} = \frac{\sigma_0 \cdot x(t)}{\varepsilon_0}$$

(3)

where $\varepsilon_0$, $\sigma_0$, and $x(t)$ are the vacuum permittivity, triboelectric charge density on the films, and interlayer distance, respectively. From eq 3, it seems that $V_{OC}$ does not depend on the composite films. However, $\sigma_0$ is dependent on the capacitance of the device for a contact-mode generator because the generator acts as both an energy-storage and energy-output device.33 The maximum capacitance ($C_{max}$) of the device is determined by

$$C_{max} = \varepsilon_0 S \frac{\varepsilon_r}{d}$$

(4)

Therefore, $\sigma_0$ is proportional to $C_{max}$ that is, proportional to $\varepsilon_r/d$. According to this understanding, the $V_{OC}$ increases with an increase in the relative permittivity, $\varepsilon_r$, a decrease in the thickness of the composite films, or both. As shown in Figure 5, the dielectric permittivity of the composite films increases as the content of Ag-zeolite increases. Hence, the $V_{OC}$ of the ACF-TENGs and the harvesting performance of the TENG improve.

As a further application, the ACF-TENG was integrated into insoles to realize healthy and wearable electronics. First, four springs were used to make sure that the composite film can separate from the Al electrode when the feet move upward, as shown in Figure 6c (the composite film has a size of 4 × 4 cm$^2$). Then, the ACF-TENG was seamed into the insoles and put into...
the shoes (Figure 6a,b). As shown in Figure 6f, the $V_{OC}$ of the ACF-TENGs with pure PP and with 2 wt % Ag-zeolite composite films are respectively about 150 and 300 V. Figure 6d shows that the ACF-TENG can light up five green light-emitting diodes (LEDs) when the terminal of the LED is connected to the ground. Through rectification of the alternating-current output, the direct-current output can be stored in energy-storage devices, such as capacitors. As shown in Figure 6g, the voltage of the 1 μF capacitor is 10 and 12 V when powered by the pure PP-based TENG and the ACF-TENG with the 2 wt % Ag-zeolite composite film for 5 min, respectively. The capacitor (1 μF) charged by the ACF-TENG can also light up five green LEDs (shown in Figure 6e), and the LEDs are brighter than the ones lit up by only the ACF-TENG. After the insoles were worn for 100 h, antibacterial tests were performed. The athlete’s foot fungus is a kind of fungus, so the composite films were cultured in a fungus culture medium. The results are shown in Figure 6h,i. There were only a few fungal colonies on the 2 wt % zeolite composite film. Compared to the number of colonies on the pure PP film, the number of colonies on the 2 wt % zeolite composite film was almost negligible, which shows the good antifungal activity of the composite film and improves its feasibility for use in insoles.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, an ACF-TENG was fabricated using Ag-zeolite/PP composite films as the triboelectric layer. By adding Ag-zeolite, the dielectric permittivity and surface charge density of the films were increased, which improved the performance of the ACF-TENG notably. The open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, and transferred charge of the ACF-TENG are about 193.3, 225.4, and 233.3% of those of the pure PP film-based TENG, respectively. Because of the Ag ions, the ACF-TENG has excellent antibacterial and antifungal properties, through which over 99.99% of the bacteria and fungi can be killed. Integrating ACF-TENGs into insoles can not only lead to harvesting of walking energy to generate electricity but can also lead to effective elimination of the athlete’s foot fungus. This work may help find a brand new approach to designing and fabricating new antibacterial and self-powered healthcare electronics based on TENGs.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

4.1. Fabrication of PP Composite Films with Ag-Zeolite and a TENG. Commercially available Ag-zeolite and PP particles were used to fabricate the composite films. First, PP particles and Ag-zeolite were mixed through mechanical agitation until they were fully mixed. Then, they were melt-blended at a temperature of 210 °C in a N₂ atmosphere to avoid oxidation and mixed through mechanical agitation. Then, the compound was poured into a flat mold, heated to 215 °C, kept for 10 min at this temperature, and then cooled naturally to room temperature. Thereafter, the composite films were cut into pieces of 2 × 2 cm² and assembled as a single-electrode contact TENG.

4.2. Characterization and Measurements. The morphology and structural properties were examined by FE-SEM (Quanta 450 FEG, FEI) and XRD (PANalytical X'Pert3 Powder, The Netherlands). The chemical composition and element distribution were examined by an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscope assembled on the FE-SEM. The open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, and transferred charge of the TENG were tested with an oscilloscope (DSO-X 2014A; Agilent), a low-noise current amplifier (model no. SR570; Stanford Research Systems, Inc.), and a system electrometer (6514; Keithley), respectively.

4.3. Antibacterial Test. A fresh bacterial solution was first acquired by culturing E. coli in autoclaved LB broth at 37 °C for 24 h after inoculation (bacteria were in the stationary phase); the rotation speed was 120 rpm. Thereafter, the bacterial solution was centrifuged at 10 000 rpm to separate the bacteria from the culture medium, and then, the bacteria were washed and resuspended in sterilizing saline to reach a concentration of about 10⁵ CFU/mL for the sterilization test.

4.4. Dielectric Permittivity Test. The dielectric permittivity of the composite films was tested using an LCR meter (4263B; Agilent). First, the composite films were deposited on Al electrodes through magnetron sputtering, forming a parallel-plate capacitor. The capacitances were tested under different frequencies (100 Hz and 1, 10, 20, and 100 kHz).

Table 1. Antibacterial Efficiency of the Composite Films

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>composite film</th>
<th>pure PP</th>
<th>1 wt %</th>
<th>2 wt %</th>
<th>3 wt %</th>
<th>4 wt %</th>
<th>5 wt %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E. coli number after 18 h</td>
<td>334 × 10³</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>antibacterial efficiency</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>99.95%</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Photographs of E. coli colonies after co-culturing for 18 h with the composite samples.

Figure 5. Dependence of the dielectric permittivity of the composite films on frequency at room temperature.
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The capacitances were used to calculate the dielectric permittivities of the composite films through the parallel-plate capacitor formula.

**Figure 6.** (a–c) ACF-TENG used in insoles. (d) Photograph of a lighting panel of five green LEDs driven by the ACF-TENG. (e) Photograph of a lighting panel of five green LEDs driven by the capacitor that was charged with the ACF-TENG. (f) $V_{SC}$ of the ACF-TENGs used in insoles. (g) Accumulated voltage across a single capacitor (1 $\mu$F) charged with the ACF-TENG. (h, i) Photographs of ACF-TENGs with the pure PP and 2 wt % Ag-zeolite composite PP film, respectively.
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